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Intelligent search applications are transforming how we live. From voice search that answers questions to ordering rideshare services with the tap of an app, AI-powered search applications are making life easier. And as people become more used to these smart apps, they expect the same experiences at work. They want search applications to understand their questions and serve up the correct answers with relevant results.

To do this, they need Intelligent Enterprise Search. It’s a more cognitive search experience, designed for intranets, support portals, and other enterprise applications. Intelligent Enterprise Search harmonizes AI technologies, like natural language processing and machine learning, computer vision and knowledge graphs, so search can deliver smarter answers, faster.

But adding intelligent search to the enterprise is no easy task. Pilot projects can lead to dead ends, fail to scale or fall short of security requirements. With deep expertise in search engines and content analytics, Accenture has the skills, tech assets and experience to implement AI-powered enterprise search, and help make your investments pay off.

Increase productivity, streamline processes, reduce risk and improve the user experience, all while you gain a real competitive edge with Intelligent Enterprise Search from Accenture.